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Different Ways to Program Crystals
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Hold your cleansed crystal in your right palm, draw Reiki symbols over
it with third eye. State the intention aloud if possible, alternatively
you can whisper or say in mind. Keep chanting your intention and stay
focused, keeping all your attention and intention to crystal. Suppose
you need love, keep chanting ‘Bring Love’. Keep that thought on hold
for minimum 68 seconds. Repeat the process holding the crystal in left
hand.
Hold a cleansed crystal in non-dominant hand, draw symbols and put
dominant palm over the crystal and Reiki the crystal with your
intention. Again, keep the thought for 68 seconds to make the
manifestation faster.
Take a cleansed crystal, hold it over your third eye, not touching the
third eye. Beam white light from your third eye into the crystal. If you
know Reiki, beam the power symbol and the master symbol into the
crystal with third eye. Think about your wish, imagine transferring
your wish from your mind to the crystal. Envisage the desired
outcome and place the crystal at your altar.
If there are many crystals for general use, place all crystals together,
draw symbols on it and give Reiki with the intention- May these
crystals spread their energy according to their all healing properties
to heal me and my family on all levels and for our highest good. May it
absorbs all impure energies and transmute it to light.
Hold crystal in your palms. Think about your wish, visualize it being
fulfilled. Stay focused and keep visualize about your wish and desired
outcome, about your reaction to it and how you would feel about it.
Keep visualizing the full scenario.
Hold your crystal, be in meditative state and stay focused on your
wish. As above, visualize the desired outcome. Take your crystal near
mouth and blow with force on your crystal transferring your wish to
crystal.
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